Digital systems are employed to maintain situational awareness of people in various contexts including emergency response, disaster relief, and military operations. Because these systems are often operated in wireless environments and are used to support real-time decision making, the accuracy of the SA data provided is important to measure and evaluate in the development of new systems. Our work has been conducted in conjunction with analysts in the evaluation and performance comparison of different systems designed to provide a high degree of situational awareness in military operations. To this end, we defined temporal and spatial metrics for measuring the accuracy of the SA data provided by each system. In this paper we discuss the proposed temporal and spatial metrics for SA data and show how we provided these metrics in a linked coordinated multiple view environment that enabled the analysts we worked with to effectively perform several critical analysis tasks. The temporal metric is designed to help determine when network performance has a significant effect on SA data, and therefore identify specific time periods in which individuals were provided inaccurate position data for their peers. Temporal context can be used to determine the local or global nature of any SA data inaccuracy, and the spatial metric can then be used to identify geographic effects on network performance of the wireless system. We discuss the interactive software implementation of our metrics and show how this analysis capability enabled the analysts to evaluate the observed effects of network latency and system performance on SA data during an exercise.
INTRODUCTION
Situational awareness is made up of the information a person currently has available about his surroundings and relevant peers. Situational awareness data is often provided using electronic equipment designed to display real-time data from networks of spatial sensors. Because this information is usually delivered over a wireless network in a rapid decisionmaking environment, the latency of information delivery over the network could have a direct effect on human situational awareness and therefore decision-making. To be more specific, situational awareness data that is inaccurate can have a negative impact on decision-making involving coordinated activities if, for example, a user's perception of his peers' locations is incorrect. Since in this case the digital equipment is responsible for providing a large percentage of the visual data a user is assimilating at any one time to define his own situational awareness, these analysts desired a means to measure and compare the performance of different hardware implementations (i.e., from different vendors)).
In working with analysts attempting to evaluate and compare the performance of various SA systems, we identified a need for a set of custom visual metrics to support overview and detailed performance analysis of the data collected during test exercises. These exercises were designed to test actual users of the equipment in real-world scenarios involving coordinated activities so that the accuracy of different individuals' SA data can be compared and analyzed. For example, analysts would observe and compare the accuracy of a team leader's SA data and a team member's SA data during a convoy (a group of individuals or vehicles maneuvering along a similar path at the same time). We implemented software to compute the proposed metrics and provide interactive visualization to analyze the impact of network latency at specific times relating to decision-making efforts in the exercise. Using this method, we enabled analysts to quantify operational success by identifying any system that failed to deliver accurate SA information to the decision-maker at crucial times.
In this paper I will discuss work with analysts who went on to use our techniques in real data evaluation scenarios. These analysts provided significant input to the data collection process to ensure sufficient data was collected during the exercises in order to compute the proposed metrics. While I do not present user evaluation study for this technique I will present expert user testimony and several detailed analysis examples using these metrics in a custom interactive visualization environment.
For the purpose of our work, SA data consists of the most recently received position updates from all other peers (including the time the updates were generated). This type of data is referred to as SA Level 1 by Endsley. 1 In the analysis of SA data, analysts often refer to the most current SA data at a given time as the Common Operating Picture (COP). The temporal metric was referred to by domain experts as "COP currency," since its purpose is to represent the accuracy of any individual's SA data at a given time. The proposed metric computation assigns a value on the range [0, 1] to each unique node (where 1 indicates an individual whose SA matches the current COP).
PROPOSED METHOD
Our method focuses on defining metrics, temporal and spatial, that when presented in a visual framework will highlight failures in system performance. The temporal metric defines a measurement for each timestep (for each individual system), and the spatial metric defines a value for each grid location (for each timestep). Visualization of these metrics (in addition to a glyph-based two-dimensional map layer) was used to support analysis on each system's effectiveness to support human SA and decision-making. In this section I will summarize the proposed temporal and spatial metrics we computed for each exercise to support these analytic goals. The examples discussed in this paper assume that message transmission data is recorded and then metric calculations are performed and interactive visualizations are provided post-hoc.
Temporal Metric
The temporal COP currency metric for an individual, X, is defined in (1) , where n is the number of peers for X. Basically, this metric computes the percentage of peer locations accurate within some user-defined distance threshold.
For a given individual, we calculate the COP currency as the fraction of peers for which the perceived position is current. A position is considered current if the actual position is less than some distance d (five meters in our exercises) from the perceived position (i.e., the most recent position update received). Analysts requested to see COP currency values at a 1 second resolution, therefore this implementation computes this metric for each individual for each one-second period of the exercise period.
In order to compute the proposed temporal metric, both send and receive times of every SA message for every individual in the exercise are required. Also, for the purpose of these exercises, the analysts directed us to use the send times of SA messages to define the current COP. We designed the system, however, to allow a separate source of location data to be optionally specified to define the "ground truth" COP. The receive times of SA messages are used to determine the perception of peer locations by any individual since that perception is defined by the most recently received SA messages by the individual from his peers.
See Figure 1 for an example of the COP currency metric shown along with a linked geospatial visualization depicting COP locations for each individual as well as perceived peer locations for the selected individual (orange).
Spatial Metric
In order to capture spatial COP currency failure patterns, we also defined a spatial metric that accounts for the existence of failures within discrete areas of the exercise location. First we initialize a two-dimensional grid that covers the geospatial exercise area as defined by the minimum and maximum positions reported by any unit in the dataset. The dimensions of the grid can be set manually or set automatically based on desired spatial resolution (for the exercise areas we observed, a manual setting of 1024×1024 for the grid size was used). For each second in the exercise, as we compute each individual's COP currency value based on SA data, we mark the positions of the peer and the individual for each threshold violation (when distance between local SA and COP is greater than d). We mark the location of the peer as sender violations and the location of the individual as receiver violations since the peer and individual constitute the sender and receiver of SA data, respectively. Therefore, our spatial metric at each grid cell in the exercise area will mark each grid location in which send or receive failures have occurred. The spatial algorithm is aggregated over the entire exercise and can then be displayed as a colored overlay as shown in Figure 2 . This technique allowed the analysts to observe and investigate any spatial failure patterns of a particular system. 
BACKGROUND
This work builds on previous work defining situational awareness in studies of human cognition and decision-making processes, as well as work in the fields of Information Visualization and Visual Analytics providing interactive visualizations to enhance human analytic and sense-making capabilities. We also discuss potential relations to work in uncertainty visualization.
Situational Awareness
Situational awareness, while a necessary aspect of any coordinated operation, is difficult to quantify and therefore analyze for impact on decision-making. Situational awareness in the context of such operations is defined as "what information is important for a particular job or goal". 2 For the purposes of our work, the SA data for each player consists of the set of most recently received position update messages (containing a timestamp and lat/lon coordinates) from each peer. Other work by Endsley et al. goes on to define team situational awareness (TSA), 1 as well as qualitative evaluation mechanisms for such. 3 In our work we also are concerned with coordinated (team) operations. In our work, we designate peers for each individual because in large exercises small groups (teams) are designated to indicate participants in coordinated exercises. The COP currency metric can thus be focused to aid in the evaluation of the system performance for the group task within a larger collection of data. Therefore an individual's COP currency value will only be affected by his perceived locations of the members of his peer group. In our implementation we allow peer sets to be specified per individual in a simple look-up table, for maximum exercise configuration flexibility. Likewise, for our work, the Common Operating Picture is defined simply by the most recently generated SA messages from each individual. This work contributes to the study of situational awareness by defining quantitative metrics based on common SA data (time and position). The study of situational awareness has it's roots in human cognition studies by Endsley et al. 4 in which the visual attention and resulting situational awareness of air traffic controllers was measured by questionnaires designed to evaluate the operator's mental model at specific times during the defined process of situational awareness -perception, comprehension, and projection. 1 Other research efforts have examined the use of various image generation techniques (such as "blobby shading" and use of Delaunay triangulation) to aggregate complex and cluttered visual features to improve SA. 5 Still other efforts have focused more on the "theater-wide situational awareness covering a large geographic area containing many military units", 6 as opposed to our work that focuses on measuring the accuracy of SA data locally for each participant. This is a key novel aspect of our work, since few previous efforts have attempted to contribute a quantitative metric that provides insight into the analysis of SA and therefore decision-making.
Visual Analytics / Information Visualization
Extensive research and application in the Information Visualization and Visual Analytics communities have contributed to the understanding of how interactive software applications can best enhance human data analysis tasks by providing several key features: overview first, zoom and filter, details on demand. 7 By providing these essential interactive features in an analytical software environment, we can be sure we are enabling expert analysts with tools they need to process data quickly in order to respond to real-time threats in many domains. 8 There have also been efforts in these communities to provide interactive visualization techniques that enable situational awareness within various contexts, such as emergency response, network intrusion detection, and biosurveillance. 9 These techniques often make use of qualitative SA metrics such as the Situational Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT) and the Situational Awareness Rating Technique (SART), both of which rely on both objective and subjective, respectively, questionnaires designed to evaluate a person's perception of various aspects of the situation at multiple points in a decision-making process. 4 We hope that our work provides a quantitative metric that can be empirically evaluated to aid in the analysis of SA. 
IMPLEMENTATION
In this section we discuss the interactive software implementation of our method that was delivered to analysts at the conclusion of our work and used for evaluation in a real-world data analysis setting. We made use of an existing data processing and visualization framework, ProDV, 10 that was previously developed specifically for reducing and visualizing SA data produced by the equipment employed during these exercises. ProDV provides a visual dataflow programming environment that allows logical code segments to be combined and configured to process and visualize data. The implementation of our metric computations are encapsulated within a processing module that provides data to a geospatial visualization component. We also implemented a visualization of threshold violations as well as our spatial metric by defining a new painter to the existing visualization component. Generic visualizations such as line graphs and bar charts were available within ProDV to display our temporal metric in an interactive graph linked via selection to our map and other visual controls (timeline, legend, filter).
Data Processing
The data processing logic for our implementation consisted of a two-pass algorithm. Because the raw input data was harvested in batches from the equipment and processed directly by ProDV after the exercise, there was no guaranteed ordering of the input data. Therefore the first pass of our algorithm simply sorted SA message send and receive records into bins (one for each hour of the exercise, in our case). After the first processing pass, we are left with reduced (only time and position information) and ordered SA data for each individual. The second pass iterates through the exercise time period (defined by the minimum and maximum times observed in the first pass) at a one second step size and computes both temporal and spatial metrics. Figure 3 depicts the reduced data structure for individual X produced by the first pass of the data processing algorithm, composed of the series of SA messages sent by X (COP X ), and the receive times of those messages by each peer (SA Y and SA Z ). The vertical red line in the figure illustrates how we iterate through the reduced data structure to compute the temporal and spatial metrics at a one second interval. The temporal metrics are stored in bins (one per hour) similar to the first pass data, and the spatial data is stored in a two-dimensional array of integer values.
Visualization
To be useful, the temporal and spatial metrics need to be presented in a visual environment. The ProDV visualization environment provided comprehensive basic temporal and spatial visualization capabilities using line graphs and geospatial SPIE-IS&T/ Vol. 8294 829406-5 displays, respectively. Therefore our implementation efforts for this work focused on aggregating existing capabilities with new visual features to aid in spatial analysis. When linked via selection in a typical coordinated multiple view implementation, an interactive line graph was sufficient to support analysis tasks involving the temporal COP currency metric values.
Temporal Metric Visualization
As discussed, the temporal metric value is computed for each individual at 1 second intervals within the exercise time frame. The value for each individual is displayed in the interactive line graph as shown in Figure 4 . The interactive graph is linked to legend selection and filter operations. Likewise selection within the line graph is linked to the map visualization, so that individuals can be selected for their temporal or spatial attributes, and can then be highlighted in other visualizations.
Threshold Violation Visualization
We implemented a spatial visualization feature to depict COP currency threshold violations. The existing ProDV geospatial visualization depicted individual locations using circular glyphs that could be augmented with trails to show the recent path of each individual. Because it would certainly clutter the visualization to attempt to display the SA data (perceived peer positions) for all individuals, we chose to show the additional SA data only for one selected individual at a time.
As shown in Figure 5 , when an entity is selected the perceived locations for peers are shown as transparent diamonds connected by transparent dotted lines to the COP locations designated by circular glyphs. If the perceived location is outside of the defined spatial threshold, the diamond and connecting line will be outlined in red to highlight the violation.
Spatial Metric Visualization
The spatial metric is displayed as a transparent layer on the geospatial visualization. The two-dimensional array of values are loaded as a texture in OpenGL and sampled using a custom fragment shader implemented using GLSL. For example, we can highlight cells red when there are both send and receive threshold violations and blue or yellow when there are only send or receive violations, respectively. Examples are shown in Figure 6 , in which we can observe areas where failures occurred more frequently over the course of the exercise. Alternatively, we can adjust the opacity or color intensity of the highlights to indicate the number of violations recorded in the area, however it is well-known that the human eye is not suited to discern small variations in these visual effects, which are already plotted over existing spatial data in our visualization. Therefore we simply allow a violation count threshold to be adjusted interactively so that analysts can identify areas that experiences higher numbers of violations during the exercise.
Interaction
The ProDV visualization environment provides select, zoom, pan, and query tools for each visualization. These basic interaction features provide most capabilities required for our analysis, and selection between visualizations and other common controls such as the legend are automatically synchronized. A timeline control provides the ability to navigate the temporal dimension of data, while the map interactions provide intuitive spatial navigation capabilities. With these existing interactions in place, experts can easily examine the temporal metric values for a given individual, or for all individuals at a given time. They can also easily examine the location of individuals in relation to metric values and identify individuals in close proximity and compare temporal metric values. In the implementation of this work we did not add any new interaction mechanisms, but we did link our spatial visualization of threshold violations and perceived peer selection to the existing selection framework and customized some visual queries used in the spatial visualization.
(a) (b) Figure 6 . COP currency spatial metric visualization examples in which areas with both sender and receiver COP currency threshold violations are highlighted in red. In (a) we can see that most threshold violations occur within the wooded area, as opposed to the open area, both heavily trafficked over the course of the exercise. In (b), we also marked areas with send only or receive only failures with blue and yellow highlights, respectively. The map in (b) shows a diagonal road alongside an elongated building, which appears to have had a negative impact on COP currency of all units in the area.
ANALYSIS
Use of actual exercise data may not be published, so we instead provide here synthetically generated data that has similar characteristics to that seen in real exercises. We describe three analysis tasks that closely mimic those of actual analysts. The analysis tasks can be classified as either temporal analysis activities, spatial analysis activities, or system performance analysis activities.
Temporal Analysis
The primary temporal analysis task identified by our domain experts was detailed failure analysis of COP currency threshold violations. When COP currency decreases for an individual, analysts want to know if other individuals in the exercise experience a synchronized decrease as well. If so, then there is likely a global system performance issue that affects SA performance for all individuals (e.g., a network failure). Otherwise it is likely that there is a local equipment failure for the individual that should be investigated. In Figure 7 , we see an example that compares a local failure pattern to a global failure pattern.
Spatial Analysis
In addition to temporal analysis of threshold violations, experts were also able to conduct analysis of spatial failure patterns. First, building on the temporal analysis discussed previously, when global failures occur the individuals affected by the failure can be selected and any pattern in the location of the individuals can be quickly seen. For example, individuals who are in a heavily-wooded area or an area obscured by terrain to are expected to experience network latency sufficient to reduce COP currency, as shown in Figure 6 . However an individual experiencing reduced COP currency while in in open terrain and near other units with stable COP currency is likely due to an equipment failure or some other local anomaly.
System Performance Analysis
Other more complex analysis tasks focus on evaluating the performance of the SA system in its primary mission to deliver timely and accurate SA data to the user. Two tasks in particular that were identified by expert users were the evaluation of a group leader's COP currency during various scenarios, and the performance of the SA system during convoy operations. Figure 7 . In this example we see a local decrease in COP currency (selected brown unit is highlighted for readability) in (a) in which only one individual system seems to experience a dramatic failure to maintain accurate SA data. In (b), however, we observe a decrease in COP currency of several systems during a synchronized time period. This observation could indicate a network failure or some other external failure that affects all systems.
Group Leader SA
During coordinated activities, the accuracy of the SA data provided to the team leader is critical, and therefore analysts desired to evaluate this directly. Using our software implementation of the proposed technique, the experts were able to select the identified team leader by ID in the legend, and using the timeline select the approximate time of the specific activity to be analyzed. In most cases hard-copy spreadsheets were used to record event data during exercises. Users could choose to import the data into a synchronized interactive timeline, or just use the hard copies (in most cases the hard copies were used). Once the appropriate time is selected the analyst can quickly identify any unexpected variations in COP currency using the line graph. By animating the motion of the team members on the map visualization, the analyst is also able to identify potential geospatial features that impact team leader COP currency during the coordinated activity.
In Figure 8 , the group leader assumes a static position as team members move to an observation point. We can observe different COP currency profiles for each different member of the group. In this exercise, the group leader's COP currency Figure 8 . In this example we observe a group of five individuals involved in a coordinated activity. The group leader (brown) remains stationary while the other group members gather at a designated location. We can see that COP currency values fluctuate for all group members at different points during the exercise. In this scenario the group leader did in fact not have accurate SA data at a critical decision point marked by a vertical red line near the right edge of the line graph. values are quite different from those of the other group members.
Convoy
The next specific analysis task identified by our domain experts was the analysis of COP currency during high-speed convoy operations. In particular, analysts wanted to be able to observe variation in COP currency of both moving and non-moving systems when a group of individuals were involved in a high-speed coordinated movement. To conduct this analysis we once again start with a temporal sweep of the COP currency values of the individuals involved in the motion activity, since we expect that individuals in a similar location executing a synchronized motion should experience similar variation in COP currency. We also include a custom visualization previously developed to aid in the analysis of sensor reporting activity, shown in Figure 9 , in order to aid in the identification of coordinated periods of movement. 11 Because the sensors used in these exercises exhibit increased reporting activity when moving, the visualization technique shown allows coordinated periods of motion to be quickly identified and enabled quick multiple-selection of individuals linked to the other visualizations. Figure 10 shows a comparison of two different perspectives at the same moment during a convoy operation involving five individuals. The first figure shows the perspective of a member of the convoy operation who is in motion. As we can see from the line graph and geospatial display, the selected individual's SA data is inaccurate for every peer in the convoy group. Conversely, the perspective of a stationary observer in an open area is shown in the second figure. Not surprisingly, the SA data for the stationary observer is much more accurate. This example illustrates the power of our temporal metric for quantitative evaluation of SA data accuracy in the analysis of the performance of a particular SA system in varying conditions.
RESULTS
The publishable results of our work are comprised of expert opinions as reported by analysts trained to use our technique implemented using ProDV in real-world analysis scenarios. Examples of specific analysis results and system comparisons were not available for publication, however we believe the generic analysis examples discussed previously as well as the expert user testimony serve to support our proposed use of these metrics in an interactive visualization environment to support human analysis.
After use of our visual analysis software, the expert users we worked with reported that:
• "This method allowed evaluators to analyze COP currency visually, and this not only simplified data analysis but simplified our whole process."
• "The COP currency visualization allows the analyst to identify critical events and determine quickly how the system under test was performing."
• "Post-test review of the visualization gave the analyst the capability to focus on both good and bad system performance, and link the critical variables that led to that performance."
• "Looking at COP currency metrics in a tabular form does not tell the analyst anything about why those numbers exist; looking at COP currency in a dynamic visualization gives operational relevance to the numbers."
• "I immediately saw the benefits of [this technique] and since the first day of our classroom instruction at the software lab I have been very interested."
(a) (b) Figure 10 . In this example, an observation group is stationed to the left while a group of four individuals move quickly in a coordinated motion. We can observe the SA perspective of the light blue individual in (a) and notice that this individual, participating in the convoy, has a low COP currency value since SA data for all of his moving peers is inaccurate. In (b) we can see that the SA perspective of the stationary observer in blue is accurate for three of the moving peers, and likewise COP currency value is high. This example illustrates the COP currency temporal metric being used to identify a potential system weakness delivering accurate SA data during convoy operations.
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CONCLUSION
We have proposed a temporal metric to quantify COP currency of individuals in an exercise, as well as a spatial metric to identify spatial failure patterns. We have discussed how these metrics have been implemented and delivered to expert analysts in an interactive visualization environment. The successful use of the proposed methods demonstrate their effectiveness in improving a human analyst's ability to quickly and effectively understand and evaluate the outcome of exercises designed to evaluate the performance of SA systems.
